
• Gaps in visibility and coverage: SASE enables centralized 
security policies to be effectively managed and enforced in a 
decentralized network, reducing the risk of breaches or 
compliance violations

• Volume and complexity of security tools: SASE reduces the need 
for multiple point security solutions that are difficult to integrate 
and manage, simplifying the security operations and improving 
the threat detection and response

• Limited budgets and security resources: SASE lowers the cost 
and complexity of deploying and managing security solutions 
across multiple locations and devices, enabling IT teams to focus 
on more strategic tasks.

• Lack of industry standards: SASE provides a common framework 
and terminology for network and security functions, facilitating 
the communication and collaboration among service providers, 
vendors, and customers

• Customer education and migration: SASE helps customers 
understand the benefits and challenges of adopting a cloud-based 
security model, and provides guidance and support for migrating 
from legacy solutions to SASE

In today's dynamic and interconnected digital landscape, organizations 
face ever-evolving cybersecurity challenges and heightened risks. The 
traditional approach to security is no longer sufficient to protect against 
sophisticated threats and ensure seamless connectivity across 
distributed networks. To meet these demands head-on, COSGrid 
Networks introduces  COSGrid SASE, an innovative solution that 
combines the power of secure access service edge (SASE) with advanced 
security capabilities. With COSGrid SASE, organizations can securely 
connect their distributed workforce, defend against emerging threats, 
and simplify their security operations. By leveraging centralized security 
policies, streamlined management, and cost-effective deployment,  SASE 
empowers organizations to stay ahead of the curve and strengthen their 
security posture in today's interconnected world.

Transforming Secure Access Connectivity
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Gaps in Effectiveness

• Comprehensive Security: COSGrid Z3 SASE offers a 
wide range of security functions including advanced 
threat protection, web security, DNS security, 
remote browser isolation, data loss prevention, and 
cloud access security broker. It ensures robust 
protection against known and unknown threats.

• Simplified Deployment and Integration: COSGrid 
Z3 SASE supports cloud, on-premise, and hybrid 
architectures, making it flexible and adaptable to 
different network environments. It integrates 
seamlessly with existing infrastructure and security 
tools, reducing complexity and simplifying 
deployment.

• Enhanced Performance: With SD-WAN capabilities, 
COSGrid Z3 SASE optimizes network performance by 
intelligently routing application traffic based on 
specific requirements. It ensures high-quality user 
experiences and efficient utilization of network 
resources.

• Cloud-native Architecture: Built as a cloud-native 
platform, COSGrid Z3 SASE leverages the scalability, 
agility, and elasticity of the cloud. It allows for 
seamless scalability and rapid deployment, ensuring 
that the solution can grow with the evolving needs 
of the organization.

• Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA): COSGrid Z3 
SASE incorporates ZTNA, providing granular access 
controls based on user identity, device posture, 
groups, location, and time. It enables secure access 
to applications and resources, reducing the risk of 
unauthorized access.

• Improved Visibility and Reporting: The solution 
offers comprehensive visibility and reporting 
capabilities, enabling organizations to monitor 
network traffic, detect anomalies, and generate 
actionable insights. It helps in enforcing acceptable 
use policies, defending against threats, and 
protecting sensitive data.
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SASE is primarily delivered as a service and 
enables ZTNA based on the identity of the device, 
combined with real-time context and security 
policies. By 2024, 60% of enterprises will have 
adopted a SASE approach to security

Highlights



How does COSGrid SASE helps?

COSGrid SASE Overview
COSGrid SASE provides enhanced security, zero-trust connectivity, seamless deployment, and simplified management. With 
advanced threat protection, zero-touch provisioning, and a flexible architecture

COSGrid SASE Architecture
COSGrid Z3 SASE ensures robust network performance, centralized security policies, and future readiness. It leverages 5G wireless 
and existing wired networks to create a secure and reliable connectivity experience, enabling organizations to protect their 
distributed sites and remote employees efficiently.

A cloud-first architecture Seamless security 
experience

Zero Attack surface Zero Trust Network Access
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COSGrid SASE - Outcomes

How it works
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SecureGateway is a Secure Internet Gateway (SIG) solution that provides Firewall as a Service (FWaaS). It offers URL and 
content-based policies, granular app controls, and advanced visibility and reporting features.

COSGrid SecureGateway
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Flexible multi-tenant and multi-use-cases Software-defined Micro-segmentation platform that mitigates risks, enhances 
productivity and simplifies management.

COSGrid MicroZAccess

COSGridʼs RefleX-WAN is a Cloud Managed Software Defined platform designed to transform WAN into a cloud-centric world. It is 
built to deliver the simplicity, flexibility and cost-effective WANs for any branch office locations and scale also seamlessly run and 
integrate with DC locations and Clouds deployed. 

COSGrid ReFleX SD-WAN

Peer to Peer Overlay model for 
improved privacy and performance

Flexible Deployment - 
Host/Workload Agent & Gateway 

approach

Integrated Device Trust and 
Superior Identity MFA based Access

Super Simple to Deploy and Manage Platform approach for 
Comprehensive Security - Support in 

SD-WAN and SASE

Stateful device compliance checks 
before, and during, a connection

Granular policy enforcement
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COSGrid NetShield NDR Empowers proactive threat hunting based on the MITRE ATT&CK framework to uncover hidden threats 
and respond swiftly to security incidents.

COSGrid Advanced Threat Protection

 Multi-tenant yet virtual & dedicated Next Generation Firewall in Cloud

COSGrid Cloud Firewall

COSGrid SASE - Benefits
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